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Abstract

In law enforcement applications, there is a critical need for new tools that can facilitate efficient and effective collaboration.

Through a field study, we observe that crime analysis, a critical component of law enforcement operations, is knowledge

intensive and often involves collaborative efforts from multiple law enforcement officers within and across agencies. To better

facilitate such knowledge intensive collaboration and thereby improve law enforcement agencies’ crime-fighting capabilities,

we propose a novel methodology based on modeling and implementation techniques from workflow management and

information retrieval. This paper presents this process-driven collaboration methodology and its prototype implementation as

part of an integrated law enforcement information management environment called COPLINK.
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1. Introduction collection and processing capabilities have been
In response to the September 11 terrorist attacks,

major government efforts, including the recent estab-

lishment of the Department of Homeland Security, to

modernize law enforcement agencies’ intelligence
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initiated to strengthen public safety and security.

Previous studies have shown that law enforcement

activities are knowledge intensive and information

processing systems play a critical role in police

organizations [15]. It is estimated that police officers

spend up to 40% of their time handling information,

making it one of the most extensive police activities

[12]. As such, the primary emphasis for information

technology in the law enforcement context is on

bincreasing applied, useful and succinct informationQ
[10].
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Most existing crime recording, analysis and inves-

tigation systems focus on information storage and

retrieval. Some of the recently developed police

information systems start to make use of data mining

techniques for automatically detecting crime patterns

[1]. Although these systems serve indispensable

functions and represent major advantages over the

previous-generation of non-computer-based police

records approach, we argue that there is a critical

need to develop additional technologies facilitating

the efficient flow of information and documents

throughout various stages of law enforcement and

enabling collaboration among law enforcement offi-

cers working on related cases. It has been identified in

previous research that many detection failures in

police work are due to the fact that the necessary

information is either not received by police or lost or

distorted within the police system, especially when

criminals are increasingly mobile [18].

To the best of our knowledge, little research has

been reported on how to effectively manage such

information flow and related collaborative processes

within law enforcement agencies from a technological

perspective [9,17]. Research reported in this paper is

intended to fill in this important gap. Based on the

observations obtained from a field study involving a

medium-sized metropolitan police agency, we identify

specific collaboration and process facilitation require-

ments in intra-agency crime analysis and then propose

a process-driven collaboration support framework

based on workflow technology, which has been

developed to streamline and automate business

processes [16]. Recently, new workflow paradigms

have been developed to support flexible process

automation in the context of non-conventional work-

flow environment. For instance, the Metis workflow

technology are designed for use in digital libraries to

support highly distributed sets of stakeholders who

nevertheless must work together to perform shared

activities [2]. The Metis approach makes use of event-

based workflows to support the distributed nature of

digital library workflow and employs techniques to

make the resulting technology lightweight, flexible

and integrated with the Web.

To avoid confusion, we first define several key terms

including collaboration, collaboration process and

collaboration support in the crime-fighting context.

By collaboration, we mean that law enforcement
officers working on the same crime case share

information and contribute expertise and time to solve

the crime. Collaboration process refers to the sequence

of actions, some of them in the information processing

realm, taken by law enforcement officers that might

have direct or indirect impact on officers working on

the same cases. By collaboration support, we refer to

the automated functions provided by the crime analysis

system that facilitate the collaboration process. Exam-

ples of such functions include searching automatically

relevant cases, identifying the appropriate collaborators

and facilitating the interactions among collaborators.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 summarizes characteristics of the crime

analysis process and identifies the needs for better

process-driven collaboration support. The discussions

in this section are based on a field study involving a

medium-size police agency. Section 3 presents a

conceptual model of collaboration process for intra-

agency crime analysis using the representation tools

and techniques from workflow technology. In Section

4, we discuss system architecture issues related to the

development of a workflow-based collaboration sup-

port system and present a prototype implementation of

the proposed framework as part of an integrated law

enforcement information management environment,

called COPLINK. We conclude the paper in Section 5

by summarizing our research contributions and point-

ing out future research directions.
2. Characteristics of crime analysis process: a field

study

In this section, we summarize the characteristics of

typical crime analysis processes, based on a field

study we conducted in a medium-size police depart-

ment. Our main observation is that the crime analysis

process is dynamic and complex and involves a large

number of formal documents of various types. This

observation leads to a new design of collaborative

support for crime analysis based on the workflow

management framework, presented in later sections.

2.1. A field study

We conducted a field study from summer 2001 to

summer 2002 in a medium-size metropolitan police
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department to gain in-depth, hands-on knowledge

about crime analysis. Typically, there are three main

types of law officers directly involved in fighting

crimes in a police department: patrol officers, crime

analysts and detectives. These three types of law

enforcement officers belong to their respective

functional departments or units. Crime analysts and

detectives are often further organized into groups in

their departments according to crime types so that

each officer can specialize in one or a small number

of areas. The field study was conducted in four

stages:

Stage 1 Interviews and general discussions. During

this stage, we interviewed six police officers

including two crime analysts, two detec-

tives and two patrol officers, for about 2 h.

This unstructured interview helped us

understand the needs for crime analysis,

the major tasks of these three types of law

enforcement officers and the relationships

among different police units.

Stage 2 Surveys. On the basis of the outputs of stage

1 and the functional analysis documents of

the police department, we sent question-

naires via emails to the six police officers

interviewed in stage 1 to solicit generic

information about their work processes.

They sent questionnaires back via emails.

From this survey, we understood the work

stages of each type of police officers and the

people, information, inputs and outputs

involved in each stage.

Stage 3 Focused interview and discussions. After

understanding their general work processes,

we used structured questions to interview

these six law enforcement officers again for

about one hour each. This focused inter-

view emphasized on understanding how

police officers collect, record, retrieve,

share and analyze information and how

they collaborate during their work pro-

cesses. We identified the problems in the

current practice and found ways to improve

and automate the current processes.

Stage 4 Observation on work processes of crime

analysts. Because crime analysis is of

primary interest in our study, we spent half
a day on observing how a crime analyst

receives requests, works on both simple

and complex cases and reports results. This

first-hand observation helped us better

understand the work of crime analysts and

confirm the general findings obtained from

surveys and interviews.

Note that, when conducting this field study, we had

another detective assigned to our project, with whom

we interacted almost on a daily basis for several

weeks. Such an intensive pilot study enabled us to

conclude the above four-stage field study in a short

period of time.

In terms of workflow, the crime analysis and

investigation process can be decomposed into the

following five stages.

(1) Collecting crime data at crime scenes. When a

crime occurs, patrol officers and detectives

usually work at the crime scene to collect

and record crime information in various docu-

ments. Various means of information collection

methods are used in this stage including

ongoing questioning of victims, witnesses and

suspects.

(2) Processing and filing crime data and documents.

Crime reports and related documents are then

collected and managed by a special information

and document processing unit inside the police

department and part of the recorded information

is entered into one or more computer-based

records management systems.

(3) Searching, retrieving and collecting additional

information. When investigating a case, detec-

tives and crime analysts often need to seek

information about the suspects and crime from

various data resources and databases beyond

what was collected at the crime scene. For

instance, after a detective is assigned a case, he

or she may individually search for needed

information or ask a crime analyst to help.

Information sources used in this stage include

records from various organizations ranging from

related police departments, public utility com-

panies (e.g., water, gas and electric), phone

companies and various city, state and federal

government branches.
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(4) Analyzing information to find leads. After addi-

tional information is collected, detectives or

crime analysts often employ various techniques

to try to identify linkages among criminals and

among crimes, locate additional clues and syn-

thesize leads to prepare for evidence to be used in

prosecution. Such analysis techniques include

crime pattern analysis, various data mining and

association techniques, among others [6]. When

a crime analyst completes the analysis in

response to a request from a detective, he or

she must prepare a report summarizing the results

of the analysis. Often such reports are delivered

to the requesting detective in a hardcopy and not

recorded in any computerized systems.

(5) Using collected and synthesized information to

prosecute criminals. Detectives and crime ana-

lysts need to compile and post-process the crime

information collected in the above four stages to

generate formal documents necessary for prose-

cuting criminals. In addition, detectives may

need to perform many data intensive tasks such

as completing supplemental reports, requesting

lab reports from crime laboratory technicians,

and obtaining transcripts of all interviews from

transcribers. Furthermore, this stage often

involves collaboration of detectives from several

departmental units, and staff from the county

attorney’s office and the courts to combine all the

information into a complete file that becomes the

basis for the prosecution.

These five stages are usually conducted in

sequence; in some cases, they may be interwoven

and conducted in an iterative manner. For instance,

findings from information analysis at stage 4 may

relate one gang of interest to another, thus motivat-

ing detectives or crime analysts to return to stage 3

to collect new information about the latter.

2.2. The need for collaboration support

The above summary and analysis based on field

observations reveal several deficiencies in current

crime analysis and investigation practices:

(1) When crime analysts or detectives needs infor-

mation about a case, they often have to search
many disparate data resources and then piece

together scattered information. For instance, it is

common to search four or five different systems

to collect information on a given person of

interest or address [1].

(2) The current crime analysis and investigation

process is largely manual-driven involving a

large amount of documentation routed by law

enforcement officers themselves. Different units

and organizations (e.g., record unit internal to a

policy agency and different courts) require

different document formats. There exists signifi-

cant overlaps and duplications in those docu-

ments, resulting in wasted resources and the

difficulty of keeping data sources updated and

consistent among each other.

(3) Many cases may be related to each other (e.g., a

narcotics case may be connected to a homicide

case). However, they are often assigned to

different crime analysts and detectives according

to certain case characteristics such as general

crime type. This is especially true when con-

nections among cases are yet to be uncovered in

earlier stages of crime analysis. As a result,

while many criminals and crime organizations

commit various types of crimes in multiple

physical locations during different periods of

times, crime analysis and investigation fail to

recognize the connections, hindering crime-

fighting. Successful collaboration within and

between law enforcement agencies is needed to

uncover these connections and help fight these

crimes effectively.

These three types of deficiencies in crime

analysis point to a great need for process automa-

tion in collaboration support. A process-driven

collaboration support system can improve the

efficiency of police work by linking various data-

bases flexibly, automating the data collection proc-

ess, standardizing and automatically creating and

routing various forms, and revealing relationships

among various crime cases. In this paper, we

investigate a workflow technology-based solution

to support collaborative crime analysis within a

police department. Our approach also provides a

technological foundation to enable collaboration

across law enforcement agencies.
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3. A conceptual model of collaboration process for

crime analysis

In this section, we study intra-agency crime

analysis as a process management problem. Our goal

is to identify the key types of collaborations in crime

analysis and develop process-driven collaboration

support mechanisms.

3.1. Crime analysis as a collaboration process

Illustrated in Fig. 1 is a typical collaboration

process in a law enforcement agency, where three

main types of law enforcement officers work together

to resolve crime cases. Patrol officers often are the

first to get in contact with a crime case by responding

to incident requests. They collect crime information,

make arrests if needed and file incident reports to the

record unit within the police department. If the case

requires further investigation, the case is handed to an

appropriate detective. The detective will then review

the available reports, pursue further research and

prepare a detective report after necessary interviews

with victims and suspects if any. While the detective

researches the case, a crime analyst might be asked to
Fig. 1. Collaborative processes in
conduct in-depth research on the case if extensive

information search and case analysis are needed.

In Fig. 1, the patrol officer process and detective

process are shown to be sequential, and the crime

analyst process is depicted as a possible subprocess in

the detective process. In practice, these processes

could be iterative or conducted in parallel. For

instance, while the crime analyst is working on

researching the case, the detective could proceed to

certain interviews that are not dependent on the crime

analyst’s result.

In order to design an automated or semi-automated

approach to facilitate crime analysis processes, it is

necessary to create a formal representation of such

processes for the purposes of both modeling and

providing computational support. We use activity-

based workflow modeling notations proposed in [5] to

formally represent templates of crime analysis pro-

cesses. These notations are shown in Fig. 2. In

activity-based workflow modeling, there are two types

of nodes, activity nodes that represent activities and

routing nodes that route the execution flows of

activities. There are two special activity nodes: the

start activity node representing the start point of the

workflow and the end activity node standing for the
a law enforcement agency.
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end point. There are three kinds of routing nodes,

AND node, OR node and XOR node. Activities

linked to an AND node should all be executed. For

activities that are linked to an XOR node, only one of

them is executed. For activities that are linked to an

OR node, one or more of them may be executed,

depending on the scenarios. Finally, directed arcs are

used to link nodes.

Fig. 3 illustrates a typical crime analysis process

involving patrol officers, detective sergeants, detec-

tives and crime analysts. To simplify the process, the

whole process is shown as four subprocesses, patrol

officer process, detective sergeant process, detective

process and crime analyst process. The subprocesses

are linked to one another at the corresponding circled

numbers. Note that we are not trying to model all

existing processes in a police department, but rather to

show some existing processes (based on our field

study findings) as an indication of the complexity of

law enforcement processes.

3.2. Scenarios and support mechanisms of crime

analysis collaboration

We now categorize the key crime analysis scenar-

ios in which collaboration plays an important role.

Furthermore, for each of these scenarios, we develop a

conceptual design of the corresponding collaboration

support mechanism.

. Find an appropriate crime analyst based on a given

case. Crime analysts are generally organized

according to crime types, but a requester (usually

a detective) can submit a request for a detailed

crime analysis on a given case to any analyst,

sometimes based on personal relationship. Thus, a

requester may approach a crime analyst who is not

the best suited analyst for the requested job. A

potential collaboration support is to help the

requester identify the most appropriate crime

analyst for researching the given case. This would

require the knowledge about the crime analysts in
terms of their history of crime analyses and the

technique for matching the given case to crime

analysts.

. Collaborative data collection and analysis. Usually,

a crime analyst collects and analyzes data for a case

independently of other agents. However, finding

connections among different cases require lots of

experience, insights and efforts, thus it can be very

time consuming. A potential collaboration support

is to deploy collaboration mechanisms such that

data collection and analysis for a given case can

build on similar cases that have occurred previ-

ously. This can be done by implementing a

backend search process based on the given case

to reveal the data searched or used by other agents

on similar cases.

. Enriched dispatch information. Typically, when an

officer receives a dispatch to a scene, little

historical and related information is provided with

the dispatch about the incident location, previous

cases, people, etc. A collaboration support can

provide such relevant information. Providing this

support requires automated searches based on the

dispatch information.

. Automated report clustering. When a patrol officer

submits a completed report to the detective, the

report is deposited to the record unit. If the report is

done electronically, the information should be

entered into a standard form. Then, the report

should be automatically clustered with existing

reports in order to find potential matches and clues

for crime investigation.

. Find the appropriate detectives for a case. In most

cases, a unit sergeant assigns a case to a detective

based on crime type and his or her experience with

similar cases. In a small police department, the unit

sergeant knows all detectives and can do the

assignment fairly well. In a large police depart-

ment, however, an automated search tool for the

suitable detectives will improve the quality of case

assignment and result in the improvement of the

overall efficiency of the police department.
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. Advanced search for interviewees. During an

investigation that may take years, a detective

interviews victims, witnesses, suspects and/or

arrestees on an ongoing basis. Finding connections

between the newly obtained information to the

same case and other cases requires lots of

experience, insights and efforts. A case-based

search tool will be very useful for comparing

updated case information with existing crime-

related people in order to assist detectives find

potential interviewees.

The collaboration scenarios and the corresponding

support mechanisms discussed above all have to do

with assisting law enforcement officers to determine

the most appropriate resources, including people and

cases, via advanced searching techniques. Table 1

illustrates the research issues related to the develop-

ment of collaboration support mechanisms.

There are two important technical issues associated

with the development of these support mechanisms.

First, the advanced search techniques require further

research and development to find suitable algorithms

with sufficient precision since law enforcement is very

sensitive and the accuracy of search results can have

legal consequences. Second, the search initialization

requires novel techniques, particularly when the search
Table 1

Summary of collaboration types, example activities and techniques

Types Example activities

Expert

consulting

A junior detective wants to consult a senior detectiv

relevant experiences but does not know whom to consul

A detective needs to get information from a crime anal

does not know the most appropriate persons to contact

Task

assignment

A sergeant wants to assign a high-profile case to a detect

is unsure about who is the most suitable.

A detective wants to assign a case to a crime analyst bu

not sure which one to assign to assure expertise and p

turnaround time.

Case

alerting

When a new or existing case is considered to be critic

urgent, the case should be made known to knowled

personnel based on their past experiences. But, it

efficient to flood everyone with too much information.
is triggered by certain events and the parameters need

to be set up with the assistance of the involved officers.

3.3. Workflow models of crime analysis collaboration

In Table 1, a number of potential collaboration

workflows are identified such as consultation work-

flow, task assignment and negotiation workflow, task

monitoring workflow and case alert workflow. These

workflows are based on typical collaborative inter-

action patterns and can be used to reduce the

workload in collaboration interactions by automating

many lower-level collaboration-related tasks, and

enhance the collaboration experience by capturing

the collaboration results and integrating with knowl-

edge management tools [4]. Before presenting con-

ceptual designs of these workflows, we briefly justify

the use of workflow technology in the context of

facilitating collaborative efforts in crime analysis.

Past research and industry experience have shown

that the key to develop flexible and maintainable

information systems is to maintain data independence

and process independence [19]. Data independence is

a measure of the robustness of software systems when

the data structures are modified. Relational database

became dominant in the database market, mainly

because it achieved significant data independence.
Sample techniques

e with

t with.

yst but

.

Provide a standard consulting form.

Search and rank the relevant personnel based on past

cases solved or general experiences.

Automatically initiate contact with the potential con-

sultants with the relevant information. Initiate a con-

sultation workflow with the experts.

ive but

t does

rompt

Provide a customizable search form based on the case

description and other parameters the sergeant can choose.

Search and rank the relevant personnel based on the case

and parameters provided.

Start negotiation workflows with potential assignees so

that the most suitable person will get the job.

Determine the assignee by the sergeant or the detective.

Initiate an assignment monitoring workflow with the

assignee.

al and

geable

is not

Announce the case with high-level description so that

people can come forward on their own.

Match the given case with all cases to discover law

enforcement personnel who have had similar experiences.

Initiate a case alert workflow with those personnel.
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Process independence is a measure of the robustness

of software systems when the process model is

redesigned. The drive towards more process inde-

pendence has led to the proliferation of workflow

systems in the software industry in the last few years.

Workflow technology helps achieve software flexi-

bility by modeling processes explicitly and managing

business processes as data that are much easier to

modify than conventional program modules. A work-

flow management systems enable reuse of process

templates, robust integration of enterprise applications

and flexible coordination of human agents and teams,

making it ideally suitable for law enforcement

applications such as collaborative crime analysis.

We now discuss the conceptual designs of the

workflows identified in the previous subsection.

. Consultation workflow. Once an officer identifies

one or more experts to consult with, the officer

would initiate contact with these experts and follow

through with the interactions. Each consultation

could go through a process of raising the question,

clarifying details in the question, passing the expert

opinion, issuing additional inquiries and finally

wrapping up the consultation. Since multiple

experts might be consulted, a parallel process
Fig. 4. Consultatio
should occur. Furthermore, the experts might

interact with each other during the consultation

process to exchange the ideas and experiences.

Since this process might be time consuming if done

manually, a consultation workflow can be used to

reduce the tediousness of the process, help capture

the results of the consultation, and enhance the

impact of the consultation by providing knowledge

management tools. Fig. 4 illustrates the typical

steps of a consultation workflow, including parallel

interactions with multiple experts and possible

interactions between experts. The upper part of a

consultation workflow involves mainly the con-

sultant(s) and the lower part the requester.

. Take assignment and negotiation workflow. Once a

sergeant identifies one or more potential assignees,

he or she might want to negotiate with the detectives

or assignees in order to select the most suitable.

Possible topics of negotiation might include the

assignee’s opinion on the suitability of the task, the

current workload of the assignee and the assignee’s

plan to accomplish the task. The negotiation process

might be helpful in boosting the overall morale of

the unit, better utilizing the talent and ensuring the

speedy resolution of the case. Fig. 5 illustrates the

negotiation workflow that includes the confirmation
n workflow.



Fig. 6. Case alert workflow.

Fig. 5. Task negotiation workflow.
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by the assignee on the suitability of the task,

interacting with the sergeant on the planning of the

case and possibly recommending another person for

the task when the potential assignee is reluctant to

take on the case. The upper part of the workflow

contains the activities by the detective and the lower

part consists of the activities by the sergeant.

. Case alert workflow. When the list of most relevant

personnel is identified with respect to a case, a case

alert workflow can be initiated. This workflow

includes such steps as forwarding case details to

each person on the list, requesting for comments

from these people, initiating discussions among

those on the list, identifying special interest groups

related to the case, commenting on the case in terms

of strategies, tactics, clues and other information.

Fig. 6 illustrates the workflow model of case alert.

4. COPLINK workflow—a process-driven

collaboration support system for crime analysis

We have implemented a prototype crime analysis

system, called COPLINK workflow (short for

COPLINK Collaboration workflow), embodying the

principles and design considerations discussed in the

previous two sections. This system is implemented as

part of the COPLINK system, an integrated law

enforcement information and knowledge management

environment developed by the University of Arizona

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in collaboration

with the Tucson Police Department and the Phoenix

Police Department [6]. COPLINK workflow is the

third module of the COPLINK system. The other two
main modules are COPLINK Connect, which allows

diverse police departments to share data seamlessly

though an easy-to-use interface that integrates differ-

ent data sources including legacy record management

systems, and COPLINK Detect, which helps uncover

various types of criminal associations that exist in

police databases using advanced data mining and

clustering techniques. COPLINK workflow leverages

COPLINK Connect and Detect for access to crime

data and associations needed for various types of case

matching discussed in the previous section.

Consistent with the architecture of COPLINK

Connect and Detect, COPLINK workflow was imple-

mented as a Web-based distributed database access and

collaboration system. The main development platform

was based on the standard three-tier Web architecture:

JavaServer Pages/HTML/JavaScript for the front end,

Java Beans for middleware and business logic imple-

mentation, and relational database for data store.

Database monitoring and maintenance functions in

COPLINK workflow was implemented using database

triggers in Oracle DBMS. Any database changes of

interest, such as insert, update, delete operations, will

fire the associated trigger which in turn will proactively

execute the required workflows. The data repository

used by COPLINK workflow has a total of 1.5 million

police records. In terms of database schema, this data

repository contains 217 tables and over 1000 attributes.

The following sections briefly present the COPLINK

workflow’s system architecture, its main functions, as

well as the main findings of evaluating COPLINK

workflow in real law enforcement practice.

4.1. Overview of the system architecture

COPLINK workflow’s system architecture is

shown in Fig. 7. It consists of a Web-based workflow

user interface and four functional modules, namely the

searching and monitoring module, the collaboration

module, the alerting module and the process execution

module. The searching and monitoring module is

responsible for retrieving records from the database,



Fig. 7. System architecture of COPLINK workflow.
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keeping a list of monitoring tasks for each user, and

performing these tasks periodically based on the user’s

preference. The collaboration module facilitates the

sharing of information among different users. These

two modules implement the main functionality of the

consultation workflow as illustrated in Fig. 4. The

alerting module is responsible for keeping track of the

messages for each user and delivering these messages

through different communications channels. The

alerting module implements part of the functionality

of the case alert workflow as shown in Fig. 6. The

personalization module keeps track of each user’s

search history and allows the user to customize various

system settings. Although the task assignment and

negotiation module has not yet been implemented, the

collaboration module already provides the basic

information access and matching capabilities needed

to implement it. The process execution module is

responsible for monitoring and controlling various
workflow processes and interacting with the law

enforcement personnel to execute the crime analysis

workflows presented previously. The functionalities of

the main modules of COPLINK workflow are

described briefly below.

4.2. Main functionalities of COPLINK workflow

4.2.1. Searching and monitoring module

The searching and monitoring module accepts

search queries from users and forwards them to the

corresponding data sources. In addition to the

COPLINK database for the Tucson Police Department

(TPD) data used in COPLINK Connect, the searching

and monitoring module connects to three additional

data sources: the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)

database used at TPD, the Motor Vehicle Division

(MVD) database in the state of Arizona, and the Tucson

City Court (TCC) Web-based search engine. These
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databases provide additional person, location and

vehicle information that are not available in the

COPLINK database. In addition to the search function-

alities, this module also allows users to set up

monitoring tasks for the available data sources. For

instance, if a user wants to monitor all four data sources

for a particular query, the monitor task will be stored in

the user profile database and the data sources will be

automatically monitored for changes.

4.2.2. Collaboration module

To facilitate collaboration among law enforcement

personnel, we developed a collaborative filtering

module based on users’ search actions and search

histories. The rationale behind this design is that when

two users search for the same information in criminal

databases, it is likely that the users have similar

information needs and that they may possibly be

working on two related cases. By storing and analyzing

user search histories, the collaboration module facili-

tates such collaboration in two different ways. First,

when a user performs a search, the collaboration

module can instantly identify other users who have

performed a similar search in the past. For example, if a

detective runs a search on a particular suspect, he or she

can also view all the other users who have searched

information about this suspect. Second, the user also

can specify whether he/she wants to be notified when

some other users perform a similar search in the future.

When this happens, the collaboration module will

notify both users through the alerting module. The

users can then contact each other to determine whether

they have any information to share. Currently, we

consider two searches to be similar only if the search

query terms match exactly with each other. Other

matching algorithms can be easily added and will be

pursued in our future research.

It should be noted that COPLINK workflow has an

underlying agent architecture similar to Ref. [8]. In

terms of user profiles, COPLINK workflow makes use

of the information monitoring conditions that the

users entered into the system and can be seen as a

special type of expertise recommender system as

proposed by Ref. [11].

4.2.3. Alerting module

The alerting module manages all the alert messages

that should be sent to a user. Whenever a user sets up a
task in the searching and monitoring module or the

collaboration module that may result in future alerting

messages, the user can specify how he/she wants to be

notified. When an alerting condition is satisfied, the

alerting module will receive the alerting messages from

the collaboration and search modules. The messages

will then be saved in the database and delivered to the

user via the communications channel specified. Cur-

rently, messages can be sent to a user instantly through

e-mail, pager and mobile phone. If the user is currently

logged on the system, the message also can be

presented through the COPLINK workflow interface.

4.2.4. Process execution module

The process execution module implements the

necessary functions for monitoring and controlling

the various crime analysis workflows such as those

described previously. Note that the other modules in the

OPLINK workflow can initiate a workflow when

appropriate. For instance, the alerting module is the

most likely module to initiate a case alert workflow as

specified in the previous section. Once a workflow is

initiated, the process execution module takes over by

keeping track of the progress of a specific workflow

instance and interacting with the relevant personnel to

complete the tasks as defined by the workflow

template. The process execution module also allows

the abortion of a workflow instance when needed if the

host of a workflow instance determines that the

workflow is no longer needed. The interactions with

the personnel can be done through the workflow user

interface or through other communication devices such

as email, pager and mobile phone.

Suppose the user wants to perform a search for a

person, he or she can click on the tab bperform new

searchQ in COPLINK workflow. Currently, four types

of searches are implemented, namely bperson/organ-
ization searchQ, bvehicle searchQ, blocation searchQ and
bincident searchQ. All the search forms have a similar

layout while each form has its specific search fields.

Person search is used in our example. After the user

clicks on bperson searchQ, the corresponding search

form will be shown (see Fig. 8). This search form is

divided into the following five input areas:

(1) Database selection: this area allows the user to

select which data sources are to be searched. In

the example shown in Fig. 8, the TPD database
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and the Tucson City Court (TCC) records are

chosen by the user as the information sources.

(2) Search fields: the user can then enter the specific

searching criteria. For instance, if the user wants

to search for the records of a person named

bJason SejkoraQ, the user will enter bJasonQ in the
first name field and bSejkoraQ in the last name

field.

(3) Collaboration settings: in the upper portion of

this input area, the user can choose the

bnotification levelQ of the search. The user can

choose to be notified when anyone performs the

same search, when anyone in the specified

police unit performs the same search, or not to

be notified at all. In the lower portion, the user

can choose the bconfidentiality levelQ of the
search. The user can choose to make the search

performed visible to all other users, only to users

in the same police unit, or to nobody at all. In

this example, the user chooses to be notified if

any other user performs the same search. The

user also chooses to make this particular search

visible to all other users.

(4) Alerting methods: this area allows the user to

specify how he or she wants to be notified if there

are some other users who have performed the

same search. The user can choose from multiple

notification methods including Web messaging,

e-mail and cellular phone messages.

(5) Notes: the user can enter some additional

information in this area relevant to the search.

The notes will be displayed in the alert messages.
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After providing all the information, the user

performs a search by clicking the bSearchQ button at

the bottom of the search form. The search query is then

forwarded to the specified database(s) and the search

results are displayed to the user. When the number of

the returned records is large, the user can click on the

heading of any column to sort the records based on that

column. In addition, before performing the search, the

user can also click on the blistQ button to see whether

any other user has performed the same search before.

This is referred to as the binstant collaborationQ
function. After showing all the users who have

performed the same search in the past, the system

allows the user to click on the user name to retrieve

their contact information in case direct communication

with them is desired.

4.3. Summary of a pilot evaluation study

Our study follows the systems development

methodology proposed in [14], which stresses the

close links between systems development activities,

theory building and systems evaluations in both

research and practice. Our methodology for evaluating

COPLINK workflow is a case study method incorpo-

rating structured interviews, usability surveys and

archival records analysis (e.g., summary of user-added

monitoring tasks and the alerts produced by the

system). To select the required usability evaluation

techniques, we first identified two usability goals and

the three dimensions of usability. The resulting

usability metrics encompassing the specific measures

and techniques used is shown in Table 2.

The structured interviews for the pilot users were

guided by the COPLINK workflow system log files

which include lists of monitoring profiles that the pilot

users added into the system, as well as the alerts that

the users received after matches are found. The

subjective measure of user satisfaction was evaluated
Table 2

Usability metrics of COPLINK workflow usability evaluation

Usability objective Effectiveness measures E

Suitability for

investigative tasks

Percentage of alerts deemed

useful (archival data+interview)

T

m

Learnability Percentage of functions

learned (survey)

T

using a standard usability survey instrument. User

comments for database monitoring and collaboration

functions were also collected, along with suggestions

for interface and functionality improvements. Lastly,

the qualitative data obtained from the interview

sessions was triangulated with the quantitative results

from the alert log ratings and usability surveys.

Fifteen detectives from the Tucson Police Depart-

ment’s Criminal Investigation Division (CID) were

recruited to evaluate the COPLINK workflow system

from June to August 2002. Participants who received

alerts were given listings of the alerts and were asked to

rate the usefulness of each alert. Based on the alert

ratings and the list of monitoring tasks, a user was

asked to provide his or her subjective rating of the alerts

received, along with other relevant contextual infor-

mation including: the nature/type of the case, the search

parameters in which a user is interested (last name, first

name, day of birth, race, sex, etc.), the reasons behind

adding a monitoring profile, the usefulness of the alert

messages received by the users if there is any and if

there is any follow-up done by the user for a particular

alert. Participants were also asked to rate the effective-

ness and efficiency of database monitoring and

collaboration functions, as well as desired new

functionalities. Suggestions for improving current

functions and interface were also collected. To gauge

subjective user satisfaction, we adopted the QUIS

instrument as reported by Chin et al. [7] and added

sections to gauge the effectiveness and efficiency of the

collaboration, monitoring and alerting functions. Our

QUIS questionnaire items appear in Appendix A.

During our 3-month testing period, a user, on

average, received 5.5 alerts/month. Out of those alerts

received, approximately 32% of them were rated

equal or above bsomewhat usefulQ on our scale. The

user’s subjective ratings of the alerts also averaged

5.5 out of a 7-point scale (with 7 being the most

useful), suggesting a relatively high user satisfaction.
fficiency measures Satisfaction measures

ime required to create a new

onitoring profile (interview)

Rating scales for overall

usability (survey)

ime to learn criteria (interview) Rating scales for ease of

learning (survey)
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The most typical reasons that users add monitoring

tasks include: (1) person monitoring: monitoring a

suspect, a witness, or an informant, or someone who

is on parole; (2) address monitoring: monitoring the

exact address or the address of the apartment

complex of a suspect; (3) license plate monitoring:

monitor a specific car whose license plate number is

of interest to the detectives. As to the monitoring and

collaboration functionalities, users were generally

pleased with the system’s capabilities for assisting

criminal investigations. In terms of overall effective-

ness, the initial implementation of COPLINK work-

flow also garnered positive feedback. The short-form

of the QUIS instrument averaged 5.5 for 27 items on

a 7-point Likert scalewith 7 beingmost useful.Aprofile

analysis reveals the weaknesses of COPLINK work-

flow including lack of help messages, difficult for

inexperienced users and obscure user preference set-

tings. The identified strengths of COPLINK agent

include: offering good investigative power, easy to read

layout, potential for collaborative information sharing,

CAD Integration, as well as high intention to use. We

were able to use the feedback on the user satisfaction to

create a list of system enhancements that we plan to

implement in the next phase of theCOPLINKworkflow

development. During the user evaluation, we also noted

that in order to harness the full potential of COPLINK

workflow’s advanced information monitoring/filtering

functionalities, the databases monitored by COPLINK

workflow need to be checked on a near real-time basis.

The current implementation checked data sources for

updates on a daily basis becauseCADdata updateswere

imported into the main TPD database once a day; most

pilot users expressed interest in significantly increased

database monitoring frequency (e.g., hourly). Some

user comments in this regard include: bThe only other

improvement I could ask for would be it query a couple

times a day as opposed to once every 24 hoursQ and
bDetective could have been dispatched immediately, if

notification had been in real timeQ.
The pilot evaluation study described above serves

its purposes of (a) confirming our hypothesis

concerning the usefulness of process-driven support

for intra-organizational collaboration, and (b) gener-

ating specific suggestions for improvements and user

feedback on COPLINK workflow implementation.

We caution the reader, however, about the prelimi-

nary nature of this study. To ensure the external
validity of our research findings, a more complete

evaluation study involving a larger number of

subjects using the production-grade, fully-imple-

mented COPLINK workflow system is necessary.

Such a large-scale evaluation study is planned for

future research.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the needs of

intra-agency collaboration support through a field

study and proposed a process-driven approach based

on workflow technology. We have also presented a

prototype system called COPLINK workflow, which

implements some of the key collaboration support

functions identified. Initial user evaluation shows

promising evidence for the positive impact that

process-driven collaboration support can have on

the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the crime

analysis process.

We are currently pursuing two lines of research.

The first involves further extending the functionalities

of COPLINK workflow to encompass all the collab-

orative workflows identified in this paper since the

current implementation only covers a subset of the

workflow functions. In particular, we will focus on

task assignment and negotiation issues arisen in crime-

fighting related workflows [20]. In addition, the

current implementation of COPLINK workflow is

based on a home-grown process management frame-

work. It contains pre-designed collaboration work-

flows presented previously but does not support

dynamic workflow reconfiguration or permit easy

incorporation of new workflow types. We are inves-

tigating the possibility of using a commercial work-

flow management system to provide more general and

flexible process management support. The second line

of research concerns the development of collaboration

support mechanisms that can go beyond organizational

boundaries. Most existing law enforcement informa-

tion systems are developed and deployed by individual

agencies operating at the regional, state or national

level [13]. How to enable collaboration across

organizations poses many technological and organiza-

tional challenges [3]. Our future work will address

these challenges by applying inter-organizational

workflow technologies [19].



A. Overall reactions towards COPLINK workflow

(Wonderful/terrible) wonderful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 terrible

(Satisfying/frustrating) satisfying 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 frustrating

(Stimulating/dull) stimulating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dull

(Easy/difficulty) easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 difficult

(Adequate power/inadequate power) adequate power 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 inadequate power

(Flexible/rigid) flexible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 rigid

B. Screen layout and sequence of COPLINK workflow

Characters on the computer screen (easy/hard to read) easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 hard

Highlighting on the screen simplifies task very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not at all

Organization of information on screen very clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 confusing

Sequence of screens very clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 confusing

C. Terminology and system information in COPLINK workflow

Use of terms throughout system consistent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 inconsistent

Computer terminology is related to the task always 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 never

Position of messages on screen consistent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 inconsistent

Messages on screen which prompt user for input clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 confusing

Computer keeps you informed about what it is doing always 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 never

Error messages helpful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unhelpful

D. Learning to use COPLINK workflow

Learning to operate the system easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 difficult

Exploring new features by trial and error easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 difficult

Remembering names and use of commands easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 difficult

Tasks can be performed in a straightforward manner always 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 never

Help messages on the screen helpful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unhelpful

Supplemental reference materials clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 confusing

E. System capabilities of COPLINK workflow

System speed fast enough 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 too slow

System reliability reliable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unreliable

System tends to be quiet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 noisy

Correcting your mistakes easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 difficult

Experienced and inexperienced users’ needs are taken into consideration always 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 never

F. Collaboration functionality of COPLINK workflow

Notifications of other officers’ performing the same searches help me

to solve cases.

agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

Notifications of other officers’ performing the same searches help

me solve cases in less time.

agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

COPLINK workflow facilitates collaboration in the area of

criminal information sharing.

agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

G. Monitoring functionality of COPLINK workflow

Notifications of changes in the database helps me solve cases. agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

Notifications of changes in the database helps me solve cases in less time. agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

I often select individual records for monitoring. agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

H. Alerting functionality of COPLINK workflow

The information provided in the e-mail alerts are sufficient to help me in

my work.

agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

I often elect to select more than one alerting methods to receive notifications. agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

Appendix A. QUIS instrument for measuring user satisfaction of COPLINK workflow

(continued on next page)
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I. Overall assessment and usage intention of COPLINK workflow

Generally, the notifications I receive from COPLINK

workflow are helpful.

agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

Adding monitor tasks does not require a lot of mental effort. agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

Overall, I am satisfied with COPLINK workflow. agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

Given that I have access to COPLINK workflow, I intend to use it for

my tasks in the future.

agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree

Appendix A (continued)
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